Magnetic-resonance evaluation of the suitability of microstructured polymer optical fibers as sensors for ionic aqueous solutions.
Nuclear magnetic resonance was used to probe the distribution of water and ionic species in a microstructured poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) polymer optical fiber (MPOF), with a plan to assess the suitability of these fibers for aqueous chemosensing. The NMR spectra and the measurements of proton spin relaxation in hydrated fibers demonstrated the presence of two distinct pools of water: water residing in the microstructure channels and the hydration water residing in the polymer matrix of the fiber. No facile chemical exchange between these two pools was present. The NMR peaks of the two pools of water were separated by 1.53 ppm. Relaxation measurements of the fiber samples doped with aqueous copper sulfate showed that charged ions freely entered the microstructure channels but were completely excluded from the polymer matrix of the fiber. Measurements of the apparent diffusion coefficient of water along the axial direction of the fiber showed that water molecules moved unimpeded along the channels. This is the first reported magnetic-resonance study of microstructured optical fibers. The findings suggest that microstructured PMMA fibers are compatible with ionic aqueous solutions and could provide a robust and durable platform for chemical-sensing applications.